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Ed’s Entre
Investment markets, investment platforms and the impact of technology on investment decision making is challenging.
The lack of economic growth and job creation is cause for serious concern. The factional fight within the leadership of the
ruling party is another cause for concern.
These factors are affecting confidence in investment markets and also the psyche of the population. People have to provide
for their families and loved ones.
Pearson’s report on skills and jobs in 2030 and the piece on the development of the fintech industry will give readers a good
insight into how the population is going to be affected through the increasing impact of technology. This will also have an
effect on family owned businesses and how families will have to consider non-family appointments. Please do provide us
with your thoughts on this transformative change.
Entrepreneurship is a way of securing independence and we showcase the stories of two start-up business as inspiration for
would be entrepreneurs.
Finally, let the word out on the launch of The Roshgold Young Business achiever Award 2018.
Read all about it.
Until next time!
Haroun Pochee
Editor
harpo@offinet.co.za
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EMPLOYMENT IN 2030WHAT ARE THE SKILLS OF THE
FUTURE?
By Haroun Pochee B.Com C.A. (S.A.)

The popularity and infinite wars by machines, robots and artificial intelligence in the Avengers
franchise movies has lent credence to the belief that machines will outperform humans at
work.
Internationally renowned Pearsons teamed up with researchers from Nesta and machine learning expert Michael Osborne
of the Oxford Martin School, to build a research project that moves the conversation about the future of work past simplified
scaremongering about automation.
Will machines make workers obsolete? One of the key findings of the research; “Then we applied advanced machine learning
algorithms to our experts’ forecasts to predict which jobs would be on the rise, which would be in decline, and the skills
needed.

The bottom line of our research: we can all stop agonizing
about machines taking our jobs.”
From a South African perspective, the regression in education standards and especially in the sciences poses serious
challenges to our policy makers. Our population is relatively young but lack the foundations to leverage technology and
capitalise on opportunities promised by the ongoing technological advances. The widening disconnect between those that
have and those that do not have will become bigger for those seeking employment. There constraints need to be addressed
as sixteen years is not a long time to redress imbalances.
The researchers contend that the future will see a confluence of human and machine capabilities. The role of education
will have to change dramatically with educators, learners and employers taking a more pro-active role in transforming skills
development. They took into consideration mega trends to understand where “work” is heading. Factors such as globalisation,
technological and demographic change, political uncertainty, urbanisation, increasing inequality and environmental
sustainability have been incorporated into their model.
In discussing the top ten occupations predicted to enjoy
increased demand there is a marked difference between the
United Kingdom and the USA.
For both countries, different sectors within education industry
feature as increased demand occupations. Food preparation
and hospitality sectors rank fairly high in the UK. Natural and
Social scientist feature in the 10 ten for both countries.
Will South Africa’s trends be similar to these first world
countries? Our planning will be driven by business as the
public sector will lag. Leading corporations will invest to remain
competitive. This sector has taken the lead in providing for
education where government has not taken any initiative.
The proliferation of private educational institutions has
eased Government responsibility in providing for our growing
population. The hospital sector has also been privatised. The
cost for the average South African is high and government
is NOT taking advantage of this situation by reducing cost
through cutting in its bloated civil service. It will be tough for
the poor and the service delivery protests will continue casting
serious challenges to the political environment.
As parents and grandparents, our duty will be to make the best
affordable education available to our kin and community. We
have to inculcate a culture of learning, reading and adaptation
so that they can be in the forefront of change as early adopters.
02		
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C O M M E N T

Let’s think out of the
box to grow
entrepreneurs

By Haroun Pochee B.Com C.A. (S.A.)

C

orporate South Africa continues to shed jobs as economic growth
remains rudderless and static. The mining sector’s decline is
also affecting job retention. Investors are shying away from mining
investments due to mining policy uncertainty. The share prices of
construction companies on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange are
evidence of a sector choking to survive.
It is the unskilled and less skilled that is suffering.
An inefficient and unaccountable government is stifling economic
development. State Owned Enterprises are bleeding through alleged
corrupt practices that defy business principles. Treasury bailouts are not
viable.

The mounting civil unrest and protest action against service delivery cannot be ignored. The people are suffering.
Many South Africans are taking their destiny into their own hands. It is heartening to experience the number of young people venturing
into business to secure a livelihood.
There is a great need to provide support, mentorship and opportunities for these emerging entrepreneurs. Growing Hands was started
for this purpose and despite a lack of serious resources this PBO continues to scratch the surface.

CONNECT

The challenges and stories of two past finalists in the Roshgold Young Business Achievers Awards highlight the pressures of going into
business. Sometimes they too close to the action and need to be guided strategically. In the past year Growing Hands has engaged
budding entrepreneurs with strategy, limited cost free funding and provided mentoring. This can become a full time function as the
need for greater support is there.

POWERED BY ROSHGOLD

Roshgold will soon be opening the doors for the 2018 Roshgold Young Business Achievers
Award. Together with Growing Hands and other network partners we need and want to boost
the cause of budding entrepreneurs. They face challenges from a shrinking and competitive
economy, technology is posing challenges too, funding and financing is always a criteria and
mentorship and life coaching is needed to build their self-esteem and confidence.
We want to make a difference! We planning on bigger prizes for the 2018 competition finalist,
more logistical and strategic support and provide the catalysts for developing and growing
their business networks. To start, we going to approach the 2017 finalists to help and lend
some support to the 2018 entrants. We also urge the Roshgold community to come to the
party and assist in the following manner:
 Financial contributions no matter how small to increase our pool of funds.
 Skills support to help by adopting a finalist.
 Help with doing needs analysis for these entrepreneurs.
 Mentoring and coaching finalist.
 Providing input and representations to help with making it easier for new businesses.
The organising team and Roshgold Board are excited that the success of the first event last year
has spurred the onset of the ongoing hosting of these awards
RG News MAY - JULY 2018		
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Outside talent
inside family
Mirza Yawar Baig,
Author of ‘The Business of Family Business’

It is a no brainer to say that there is no family in the world that can continue to provide all the
knowledge, talent and energy it needs, to fuel the growth and development of their business,
indefinitely. Yet it is amazing to see the usual reluctance to bring in outside talent, even when it
has become abundantly clear that the business will flounder if the knowledge and skills that are
needed are not provided in a timely manner.
Here are some important things that Family Business Owners/CEO’s must keep in mind so that they can create a climate that
can attract and retain the best professional talent.
The first and foremost thing to do is to consciously make the decision to hire professionals. If professionals from big-name
MNCs are hired as a matter of prestige or fashion as happens more often than one would like to believe, it is almost certain
that the hire will go wrong. Once the conscious decision has been taken it is essential for the family to spend a sufficient
amount of time helping the professional to understand what he or she is getting into. Family business cultures are as different
from each other as can be. The professional that the family business hires will more than likely not have any idea about the
dynamics, culture, taboos, norms and accepted behaviors of the family and their business. It is likely that given the corporate
MNC culture of a Western company, he may find some of the norms and expected behaviors difficult or even impossible to
follow. In such cases it is better that this is discovered early and the hiring is not done, rather than have to go through what
can be a painful and embarrassing termination. Be frank with the incumbent; let him see what and how you are from as close
as possible. Share all that you do and expect him to do without reservation and then let him decide if he wants to join. It is
a good idea also to create a space for his family to meet your family and share some mindscape. The social interaction can
help in breaking the ice and helping both parties to see each other without any pretense, voluntary or otherwise.
1.
Choose the best:
Believe me, the best really want to work for you. Get professional help to hire the best because the best don’t just happen
round the corner. It is a common mistake that many family business owners make of treating professionals as a ‘cost’. They
hire below themselves as they don’t want to pay what it takes to hire the best. This is a very costly mistake. And you will pay
that price. It is an accepted fact in leading edge global MNCs that hiring superior people is the most cost-effective choice.
Survey after survey shows that superior people may be up to 15% more expensive but produce between 40-50% more in
terms of output. Hire the best and from them, demand the best. Those who are worthy of their salt will welcome working to
high standards. This will also create the kind of achievement-oriented culture you need to attract the best talent. Winners
attract winners. So do losers.
2.
Treat them with respect:
They are not the ‘hired help’. They work for the company, not for you personally. Don’t use them to do your personal jobs and
actively discourage those who will offer to do them to suck-up to you. Give professionals responsibility that is commensurate
with their qualifications so that you can really leverage their talent and experience for your company. Some family business
04		
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CEOs collect professionals from various MNCs like people collect watches or paintings. Then they talk about who they have
working for them. But when it comes to giving them freedom and authority to take decisions and really bring about change
in the company, they tie their hands and don’t allow them to function. Professionals who have self-respect and who are
interested in their careers, leave when they see what is happening. Others, for their own personal reasons stay on, lose their
edge and gradually vegetate at your expense.
3.
Don’t make promises you can’t or won’t keep:
Treat them like the professional colleagues they are. Some business owners in their eagerness to hire some high profile
professional promise them all kinds of things which they personally have no authority to deliver. When the promises don’t
pan out, the professional justifiably feels let down and will more than likely leave. I recall one case where one family business
CEO hired a high-profile HR head from a global MNC with the ‘incentive’ that the family wanted to replicate the global MNC’s
corporate university in India. The HR professional was very excited believed the dream merchant who hired him, only to be
hugely disappointed later. He lasted with them for all of six months.
4.
Pay well:
This is a big one. Many family business owners are so used to doing things themselves or getting their family or friends to
do things for them for love that they almost take umbrage if anyone suggests that service needs to be paid for in cash. When
hiring professionals, they treat having to pay a salary like having teeth extracted and try to haggle and pay as little as possible.
On the other end of the spectrum are those who are over generous and pay out of guilt or to tell their friends how much they
are paying key professionals. Both approaches are wrong. If you pay peanuts you get monkeys who will steal the peanuts.
Honesty does have a price, believe it or not. And overpaying does not buy either loyalty or dedication. Check the market. Pay
either the market value or 5% -10% more, since your company may not be such a great name to have on the CV. But don’t pay
more than that. If the person you are hiring needs to be literally purchased, then he is not worth hiring. You want people to
join you also for the challenge and for what they think they can achieve for you.
5.
Create a clear career path for them:
Professionals are very anxious in family businesses to know where their career will take them. They may accept not becoming
the CEO, but they would naturally expect to get to the No.2 position or to the head of a functional or SBU role in a reasonable
time. Create a career path for them based on clearly defined goals. I have recommended that even the CEO’s job must be
open to professionals because you want the CEO to be the best qualified person. And if it is a non-family person, so be it. That
is good for the business and by inference good for the family.
6.
Demand excellence:
Demonstrate excellence. Inspire and then never settle for anything but the best. Competent professionals like to demonstrate
what they can do. Set high goals and reward those who exceed them, handsomely. A good objective performance management
system is also a major asset in attracting and retaining the right people. Many professionals are very apprehensive of
subjective appraisals in family businesses and the whole business of being ‘liked’. A clear-cut performance management
system assures them that their achievements will be noticed and rewarded objectively and that their career progress does
not depend on subjective likes and dislikes.
7.
Expose them internationally: Invest in their learning:
Give your key professionals international exposure. Let them publish, present papers at international seminars, teach at
business schools, participate in service programs. Only if they meet others will they learn. What they learn they will bring back
to you. Sure, a couple will leave. Those couple would have left anyway. In any case you need a flow of a clean cool breeze,
now and again. But others will join you because they see the caliber of people you have working with you. Make learning an
item on the Performance Appraisal System. Provide learning opportunities, pay for them, and support those who learn. Then
ask them how you can enable them to apply what they learnt in your place. Without the challenge of international exposure
professionals will lose their edge and thereby their usefulness to you.
Don’t be shortsighted with respect to employee development. People who want to learn are precisely the kind of people you
need. Don’t punish them for wanting to learn. Appreciate their spirit and support them, so that they will create a culture of
learning in the organization. Some employers think differently, to their own detriment.
8.
Give them a stake in the business:
Key professionals help you to become more profitable. They are the cause of your wellbeing. Acknowledge and appreciate that
materially. Believe me, they are smart enough to know their own worth. They need to be appreciated and their contributions
acknowledged. The best option is to give key executives a percentage of the profit. Some people recommend stock options
or phantom stocks, but these can have other implications for the family itself. A percentage of the profit is a neat, clean way
to give the professional a stake in the company without raising other issues. They get it if they deliver. Not unless.

In conclusion, business success is about skills and knowledge. Not about genetics and surnames. The family needs the business. The
business doesn’t need the family. Just like flying a plane and owning it are two different things and signing the cheque for the plane
doesn’t make you a pilot, so also in business. Owning a business doesn’t automatically make you a great businessman. Hire the right
people, treat them right, pay them right. That’s the best way to ensure that your own lifestyle doesn’t suffer.

For more, please read the book,
‘The Business of Family Business’, http://amzn.to/2ptG4sc
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Ultra long-term investing can create
a self-perpetuating family legacy
S

tephen Kelly, an Investment Analyst with Maitland in London, believes that an
ultra-long-term view to wealth planning could allow you to create a perpetual
family legacy from small beginnings.
In investing, time is one of the greatest assets. Whilst most people know that time
can provide a significant benefit in their investing endeavours, fewer likely realise
the true extent to which time can be exploited to their advantage.
An investment pot can be split into two parts: the money the investor pays in (let’s
call this the ‘hard-work money’) and the money the investor earns as a return on
that money (let’s call this the ‘sitting-on-a-beach money’).

Our ideal investment scenario is obviously one in which the
maximum amount of money is ‘sitting-on-a-beach money’ and

Of course, this principle of creating wealth isn’t limited to the

the minimum amount is ‘hard-work money’.

example alongside. Naturally if you increase payments in line
with inflation so that you’re paying in £300 in today’s money

We can use time to our advantage to achieve just that.

60 years from now, you’ll have built an even larger pot of
£2,145,406.30 (assuming inflation of 2.5% per annum and a real

To put this into context, someone who invests £300 per month

return of 5% per annum) or if you pay in one hundred times as

over 30 years at a real return of 5% per annum will have put in

much per month, your pot will be one hundred times as large.

£108,000 of ‘hard work’ money and will have added £136,612.77

In fact the only reason we’ve been using the figure of £300 per

of ‘sitting-on-a-beach money’ (after accounting for inflation).

month and speaking about saving for a child’s retirement is

Not a bad ratio, at 1.25:1 ‘sitting-on-a-beach money’ to ‘hard-

because this is possible using a UK pension (and the maximum

work money’. But, the same investment of £300 per month, 5%

tax-relievable amount possible if the recipient has no relevant

real return per annum, over 60 years results in £1,085,815.08 of

UK earnings).

‘sitting-on-a-beach money’ – almost 8 times as much as for 30
years, and a ratio of 5:1 ‘sitting-on-a-beach money’ to ‘hard-work

The eagle-eyed amongst you may have noticed that there is a

money’.

key issue with this plan: Forking out money every month for 60
years, especially when it’s unlikely that you’ll have a work-related

In practice this means that (at a rate of £300 per month and

source of income for that entire time, could be a struggle.

5% real return per annum) if you save for your retirement for 30

However, this is mitigated by two factors:

years, and your children saves for their retirement for 30 years,

 Firstly, the flexibility in the amount which we decide to

between you, you’ll have about £800,000 less than if one of you

invest. We chose £300 in our example, but exactly the

had saved for 60 years!

same principle applies to investments of smaller or
larger sizes, that is, that wealth is created through long-

The difference between you and your child funding your

term investments which generate above inflation returns;

retirement individually for 30 years (left) and you funding it for

 Second, as soon as one person has chosen to take

60 years (right). Based on £300 per month gross contributions

the first step, it will start the beginnings of a self-

and a real return of 5% per annum.

perpetuating legacy. This self-perpetuation is evident
when we consider that once the first generation (that’s

The things that most people save for – be it their own

you) has invested for their child’s retirement, the

retirement, a child’s wedding, first house or university/school

second generation will no longer have to fund their

fees – generally have savings periods which are approximately

own retirement (or at least not to the same extent)

equal to or less than 30 years, meaning we’re missing out on

and so they can use that extra money to fund the third

huge potential for the creation of wealth.

generation’s retirement…and so on.

>>>
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Investing for ultra-long periods of time creates disproportionately greater wealth than investing for long periods of time (say 60 years
versus 30 years), and the wealth created is truly ‘sitting-on-a-beach money’, not ‘hard-work’ money. The consequence in practice is
that taking an ultra-long-term view to wealth planning could allow you to create a perpetual family legacy from small beginnings.
The information and opinions herein are for information purposes only. They are not intended to constitute legal, financial or other
professional advice, and should not be relied upon as such or treated as a substitute for specific advice relevant to particular
circumstances.
Maitland is a privately-owned global advisory, administration and family office firm, providing seamless multi-jurisdictional legal,
fiduciary, investment and fund administration services. https://www.maitlandgroup.com/
Disclaimer:
Maitland as a group or any of its member firms or affiliated entities accepts no responsibility for any errors, omissions or misleading statements in this
publication, or for any loss which might arise from reliance on the material. No mention of any organisation, company or individual, whether on these pages or
not, shall imply any approval or warranty as to the standing and capability of any such organisations, companies or individuals on the part of Maitland. Before
making any decision or taking any action that may affect your finances or your business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser.
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INVESTMENT INSIGHTS
By Bruce Wolov

POSITIVE GROW TH PROSPECTS FOR ECHO POLSKA
Listed Echo Polska Properties (EPP), the Polish property group recently published its annual results for the 2017 financial year end
declaring a dividend of 10-87 € cents, which at the current Rand/Euro of 14-70, gives a dividend of R1-60. At the current share price
of R18-00, this is a dividend of 9%.
Echo Polska forecasts to pay approximately 11-7 €, in 2018 a forward dividend yield of 10%. EPP say the dividend growth is based
on assumptions of a stable global and Polish macroeconomic environment. The Polish economy has a historic growth rate of 5%.
EPP is the only property company listed on the JSE solely invested in Polish real estate, with a strategy of holding retail property.
Echo Polska is expecting superior growth in the performance of its portfolio and dividends in the medium term at current prices, a
very good income producing growth company.

CURRO HOLDINGS LIMITED/ STADIO HOLDINGS LIMITED

Both Curro and the recently listed Stadio have enjoyed extremely high ratings on the JSE.However, they have corrected considerably
since the beginning of the year, and are now presenting really good buying opportunities.
Curro develops, acquires and manages independent schools in South Africa, quality independent school educating, accessible to
more learners throughout South Africa with an objective of 80 schools by 2020, accommodating 80 000 learners.
Curro is planning to invest R2.3 billion in 2018 in order to take advantage of the significant growth opportunities in the education
market both in South Africa and across the borders.
Having reached a share price in excess of R50 in early 2017, Curro currently trades at just over R30. In spite of slowing growth and a
historically high P/E, Curro is a definite share for the new SA.
Stadio, which was unbundled form Curro in October 2017, aims to the widen access to post school learning opportunities. Recent
political developments and the increased demand for higher education, there is an incredible shortage and shortfall in tertiary
institutions. Stadio is creating “multiversity” entities which will own various higher education institutions, some of which will retain
their own brands, companies and management teams.
Stadio aims to have 50 000 students by 2026, and profit after tax of R500 million, with a long term growth plan of 100 000 students,
which would only be 5% of the projected higher education market. Having peaked at 8-50, just after the listing, Stadio represents
good value below R5-00.
08		
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LONG4LIFE
Long4life, (L4L) was listed on the JSE in April 2017, and focuses predominantly on lifestyle businesses, founded by the
extremely successful and well respected Brian Joffe.
L4L aims to invest in businesses with proven track records, market leading consumer biased brands with attractive growth
prospects, established market share, experienced, entrepreneurial management teams, with the express aim to upscale these
businesses and dominate or lead within their sphere.
In its first year Long4Life has invested in three distinct sectors.

SPORT AND RECREATION: Holdsports , which operates through Sportmans Warehouse and Outdoor Warehouse
brands. Sportsmans Warehouse is South Africa’s largest dedicated sports equipment retail with 40 stores in South Africa and
Namibia. Outdoor Warehouse – retails outdoor and camping equipment.
BEVERAGES: Inhle beverages, which is a co-packing manufacturer dedicated to the production of beverages, specialising
in the bottling of carbonated soft drinks, energy drinks and natural mineral water.

Chill beverages, a leading producer , packer and distributor of a range of beverages, based in the Western Cape with storage
and distribution facilities across the major cities across SA. It’s brands include Fitch and Leades and Country Club, who
produce sodas and tonic water.

WELLNESS – the Sorbet group of companies which include health, beauty and grooming outlets situated across South
Africa with an emerging footprint in the UK.

It is really worth watching the progress of L4L. They will report on their first 11 months to 28th February in Mid-May 2018.
Expecting to earn around 30cents per shares. L4L has an extremely exciting future, for investors who want to back one of the
great entrepreneurial success stories of the last three decades.

103 Central Street Houghton 2041
web: www.psg-online.co.za
PO Box 2497 Houghton 2041
Tel: (011) 483 2505 Fax: (011) 728 8292
Contact Francina Wentzel or Bruce Wolov
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TECHNOLOGY

Understanding
Islamic Fintech

Ziyaat Isaacs, Ethis Africa

B

efore we set off to better understand Islamic fintech; let us first grasp the
concept of fintech in general. This should not be that much of a brainteaser
given the fact we are the tech savvy and the always online generation.
Fintech
The term fintech is an amalgamation between the terms financial and
technology. According to the Journal of Innovation Management, it is a new
financial industry that applies technology to improve financial activities.
(Schueffel, Patrick, 2017-03-09)
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Taming the Beast: (A Scientific Definition of Fintech)
In the Huffington’s Post of 20th August 2017, Sanicola and Lenny defined fintech as new applications, processes, products, or
business models in the financial services industry, composed of one or more complementary financial services and provided as
an end-to-end process via the internet.
From the above, we understand that fintech is an innovation that aims to change traditional financial methods and the way it
delivers financial services; for example, the use of a smartphone in mobile banking or investing services technology that aims at
giving the general public access to financial services.
Islamic Fintech vs Traditional Fintech
In definition, Islamic fintech appears to be parallel to traditional fintech. However, in their respective operations, we find that
Islamic fintech is governed and regulated according the Shari’ah and its precepts; whereas traditional fintech is governed by
traditional precepts and standards, which in many instances are non-Shari’ah compliant.
Working Definition of Islamic Fintech
Islamic fintech does not only promote ethical and responsible finance, it also provides an opportunity for change and influence
in all forms of finance right across the globe.
According to Lawrence Wintermeyer and Abdul Bassit Haseeb Basit of Forbes, the working definition for Islamic fintech is as
follows;
 The DIGITAL delivery of Islamic Finance
 The use of Fintech utilities: KYC/AML, Block chain and DLT, Cyber, Payments, Big Data and Machine Learning in Islamic
Finance
 Any Fintech in a Muslim market demography that delivers an unmet financial inclusion objective
 Any Shari’ah compliant FinTech fund investing in a digital infrastructure or economic development anywhere in the
world.
Opportunities and Challenges of Islamic Fintech
Opportunities and Challenges are part and parcel of any new and yet to mature industry. In this particular industry, we find that
there are three main features that serve as both opportunities and challenges for Islamic fintech:
 Accessibility: The tech should be accessible to anyone who has a mobile phone, internet and the app (required for the
necessary transaction/service)
 Packaged: The tech should be convenient and user friendly (for all ages), making peoples life easier through effortless
and frictionless services.
 Transparency: In order to provide the services to the public, the Islamic fintech product has to be certified with by both
respected and recognized organizations. There should also be buy in by potential consumers.
The Landscape of Islamic Fintech
The Islamic Landscape maps over 120 players globally, to name but a few:
 Wahed has launced Islamic RoboAdvice with access to Shari’ah compliant ETFs
 Ovamba is an Islamic trade finance play launching a Shari’ah compliant Initial Coin (ICO)which allows for fees and risk
sharing backed by halal instruments using a token
 Ethis crowd uses e-Wakalah (agency contract) and Istisna (contract to construct an asset), both of which are contracts
that allow for crowdfunding of new real estate developments in Indonesia
Conclusion
Islamic fintech offers a life altering opportunity to millions of people globally. It is an ever-growing industry that affords Islamic banks,
asset managers and investors the opportunity to invest in digital infrastructure that will harness their services through Islamic fintech
in both Islamic and non-Islamic countries. It is appropriate with so many underserviced and diverse markets within the financial sector,
Islamic fintech offers an opportunity to bridge that gap so that the sector’s needs may be met and the rewards yielded.

We will make it happen
Tel: (011) 837 0006
Mobile: 082 444 2717
Email: wadee@fahmidawadee.co.za
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THE CASE OF GENDER DISPARITY
IN SOUTH AFRICA
					

by Shaakira Rahiman-Saleh

W

hen reading the title of this article, one may infer that this may be another a strong case for women’s
rights; why do women deserve a place at the boardroom table or why do women deserve equal pay as
their male counterparts? What if I asserted that the “why” has already been acknowledged and accepted as an
important shift which needs to happen and that this issue has already and exhaustively been discussed over
at least two decades?
I would like to change the view and narrative on this topic to “HOW” we may include women and empower
them in our organisations? HOW do women make sure they are ready for these positions and HOW may we
learn from corporations in South Africa who have made the strides to accommodate and be inclusive of
women, not only benefitting their female employees but also the advancement and progression of the entire
organisation as a whole. In this article, the current situation with supporting real data is presented, realising
both the drawbacks and achievements made towards the quest of closing the gap in gender disparity in the
workplace in South Africa and the journey we have yet to walk.

THE FACTS
 The 2017 SA Gender Disparity Report by consulting firm Brain and Company shows that only one in 10 South African CEO’s is
female and that 31% of companies have no female representation in their female leadership teams.
 The World Economic Forum’s (WEF) latest Global Gender Gap report 2017 shows that South Africa has dropped four places to
nineteenth place out of 144 countries measured. According to Business Day online, The WEF report said that South Africa has
fully closed its health and survival gender gap, and has also nearly closed its educational attainment gender gap although a
persistent gap in literacy is holding it back in this segment. The report further found that 56% of all South African women’s work
is unpaid, compared to 25% of men’s, while mean monthly earnings of women in SA is 23% less than that of men.
 The southern African branch of, The 30% Club, a global campaign that aims to have 30% female directorships by 2030, estimates
that women fill 17% of board positions of the JSE-listed and state-owned companies.
 Lastly according to the Independent Media, a company which reports on twenty of South Africa’s most prominent newspapers,
“Since the democracy in South Africa, there have been several advancements in women occupying leadership positions: Women
head both Houses of Parliament. South Africa has recently had its first female president of the Supreme Court of Appeal (Justice
Mandisa Maya); about 35% of permanent judges are women and women make up about 42% of the cabinet. Women also
constitute 57% of both houses of Parliament. Also, in the economy, gender mainstreaming strategies and laws, like the amended
Employment Equity Act are being used to rectify gender disparity.”
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WOMAN TO WOMAN: #pressingforprogress
Upon attending a talk organised by the Black Management Forum in March 2018, honoured guest speakers Busisiwe Mavuso (COO –
Business Leadership South Africa) and Itumelang Monale (Head of Information Management, Standard Bank) shared a few pearls of
wisdom on how woman may empower themselves and overcome challenges in the workplace. Amongst the frank points mentioned I
would like to highlight two very important aspects in the speakers own words;
1.
“As someone who has earned her stripes for twenty three years in corporate South Africa, ‘Women Pressing for Progress’ is
a subject very close to my heart. It is a myth that women are less capable than men. We must remove the albatross from our necks
and acknowledge that currently, even with the odds stacked against us including the external barriers erected by society, we are more
hindered by barriers that exist within ourselves. We walk these corporate corridors very apologetically as if we don’t belong. We take
the seats at boardroom tables as if we’ve been done a favour.” said Busisiwe. She then went on to a quote by Dennis Waitley: “It is not
who you are that holds you back, it’s who you think you are not”. Lastly as natural as fear may be, she concluded that you should never
allow it to cripple and stop you from attaining your goals and seizing opportunities at hand.
2.
Itumelang began her talk by stating the importance of defining progress for an individual, regardless of gender and race. She
challenged the audience’ “ ask yourself ,what does progress mean to you?” Itumeleng shared that progress for her meant that her
daughter could in a few years time walk into a room and not have to feel anything that her mother was subject to in the lifetime she
traversed. That her daughter didn’t have to work four times as hard to be recognized on the same footing as a male counterpart for
example. “Progress to me is that every female child, black, white, Indian, coloured or other, will not be juxtaposed against someone
else.” Lastly continuing on the topic of progress, Itumeleng mentioned that “We should not confuse progress with a reallocation of
privilege – that would just be repeating the cycle, we all have to progress as a whole and it cannot be at the expense of everyone else.
The leader you need to be is an inclusive one that encourages diversity. There shouldn’t be a leader who favours someone or something
at the expense of everyone else”.

EXAMPLES OF LEADING ORGANISATIONS IN CLOSING THE GENDER GAP
To conclude, please see a few examples below on how organisations are changing the game and making their own
concerted efforts to close the gender disparity gap:
 Starting at home, it is important to acknowledge that Roshgold and Roshmed consist of a 90% female staff
compliment for the past two decades and are currently headed by the a dynamic female Manager & leader
Aadilah Sallie. How’s that for women power!
 -The lengths a few companies have gone through to support working mums in South Africa is amiable,
a good example is the Liberty Group. “Companies should create a space in the working environment for
working mothers. At Liberty Life, there is a fully equipped Lactation Room and crèche so that your children
are close to you. This support system was created so that women do not have to feel guilty about coming
back to work.” says Pumeza Bam Liberty Group HR Exec
 “We believe that in a very complex world, our ability to make the best business decisions is dependent on
our access to diverse and inclusive viewpoints- and female leaders are vital part of that mix.” Phindokuhle
Mohlala HR Exec from PPC Cement. The company believes it is not enough to have woman leaders on the
top but to encourage a continuous pool of talent coming up through the ranks.
 “Making a conscious decision to have a diverse board sends out a signal to the rest of the company, customers
and clients that developing women and minorities is generally important to you. Diverse voices mean new
ideas- provided those voices are listened to and acted upon. But all such reasons aside, women make up
about half of the population and if your board doesn’t reflect this at this stage of the game, you need to be
asking why?” – Editor Financial Mail- Women (a magazine dedicated to the growth of women in business).
 “At AngloGold Ashanti about one third of our executive team and board of directors are women. Mining is a
tough environment in which to maintain a work-life balance, in a global company at senior level, you have to
be available across different time zones.” Says Christine Ramon CFO of Anglo Gold Ashanti. She also added
that the industry should promote flexible working hours and equal pay while empowering women.

Upon reading this article, I challenge you as an entrepreneur or leader to find new ways to empower
your female employees, perhaps through these examples or innovation through your own initiative. Then
implement these changes in your own sphere of influence. No matter how little or how great you may
perceive the result of that change to be, it is the collective “little” steps that result in larger impact that
matters. It is the ultimate shift in consciousness and movement towards recognising the value a woman
brings to the table in being inclusive, supportive and celebratory of her power.
SOURCES: The African Womens Movement Frank Talks, Financial Mail Women Magazine 2018, Business Report- iol.co.za, Engineering
News.co.za
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THE ROSHGOLD YOUNG

BUSINESS ACHIEVER
AWARD 2018 IS KNOCKING ON
THE DOOR

“Knock! Knock!”
“Who is there?”
“The Roshgold Young Achievers Award 2018”
We are opening the doors to opportunity, recognition and sre hoping to crown a winner! Soon we
will begin our quest and search for the winner of the 2018 competition. Our team is planning on
another great SEARCH for budding entrepreneurs who have built great businesses.
Let us recap…..
Roshgold believed that it was an opportune time to launch and promote a vehicle of positive change and
support young entrepreneurs facing surmountable challenges. Roshgold chose not to target a broad market
of entrepreneurs and businesses but the niche of particularly YOUNG or “green” businesses who find it
difficult to grow as they have limited support, experience and resources.
The Roshgold YBA Awards are intended to be a seal of confidence for serious applicants. We provide some
boosters and their businesses take off! Experienced judges, financial and mentor support and the battles for
a business to be recognised are on! There are great prizes, a gala event and a glittering array of talent.
Do you qualify?
We are looking for young entrepreneurs and business owners between the ages of 18-37 residing in South
Africa. Entry is FREE and they need to complete a questionnaire and be available to be interviewed.

CONNECT

Look out for Roshgold Young Business Achiever’s Awards news via Social Media- Roshgold’s Facebook and
Instagram page, social media influencers and reposts. Stay tuned to local radio stations and our sponsors
and partner networks.

POWERED BY ROSHGOLD

Competition Launch and Closing dates:

Launch: 1 August 2018 and
entries close: 1 October 2018.

Contact aadilah@roshgold.co.za
with any enquiries.
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THE CHALLENGES OF

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Written by a small time girl from Klerksdorp, a home-school mum
of three and Owner of Mesmerizing Mixes, Sadiyah Mosam

T

he idea for Mesmerizing Mixes, a delicious pre-mix range was born in 2016, with my quest for convenient, easy, halaal baking with
a delicious fresh-out-of-the oven home-made taste. It all began when my sister studying dentistry in Cape Town longed for homemade treats but didn’t want the hassle of going to buy flour, sugar etc. So the idea of making her premix batches sparked, the first
premix - the “Triple Choc Delight Muffins”. The range has now grown to 15 different mesmerizing mixes!
My entrepreneurial journey started long before Mesmerizing Mixes. As most would-be entrepreneurs I had tons of ideas that I thought
would make great business ventures. I spent many hours on research and tried to put together a business plan and it would take me
months to do so. It’s important to mention that I have a very limited knowledge of how to do business. I barely understood the logic of
accounting in school and if anything is not written down or sorted in my mind then it’s not possible to do! These ideas eventually either
got shelved or I grew bored. And then a few weeks later a new idea would strike and the process would start all over again. The bottom
line; I was getting nowhere!

The Challenges at Hand
I faced a many challenges in entrepreneurship, some very early
and some learnt through experience:
 My first mistake. I put the horse ahead of the cart! I
created a solution (thinking up business ideas) without
actually having found the problem. I believe a true
entrepreneur will find a problem and figure a way to solve
it or improve an existing solution.
 My second mistake was that I was looking at anything
that came my way instead of seeking something that
really excited me. This resulted in a less than enthusiastic
approach eventually becoming bored and eventually noncommittal.
 Lastly, I suffer from a speech impediment and often
I struggle to get the words out resulting in stuttering
and faltering. This had been a lifelong challenge. With
growing self-confidence it gets easier. Certainly there is a
way around every obstacle. The art is to never give up.
When things changed:
 Knowledge is Power: A year and a half after my premix
was born, I stumbled across the bestseller by Sir Richard
Branson, “Screw it, Let’s do it!”. It was an absolute eye
opener. Just the push I needed to rev and kickstart
16		
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the entrepreneurial engine again. It is amazing how an
inspirational book can change your life.
 Finding a Mentor: I rattled off all my ideas to Growing
Hands Entrepreneurial Development Founder and
Roshgold Young Business Achiever Awards coordinator,
Uncle Haroun Pochee. Having already been in touch with
Uncle Haroun Pochee previously, I was introduced to the
Growing Hands Business Development Programme. I
sat down with them and digested plenty of advice. This
helped me tremendously! I heeded the gems of advice
and it helped me grow in leaps and bounds.
 Getting the Support Required to grow: As stated before,
I don’t believe that I am business-minded or blessed
with business acumen. I struggle with administration
and keeping track of financial records. As long as I had
enough money to keep funding my ideas and I was not in
debt I was happy. Alhamdulillah (praise be to God) I have
been blessed with a husband who is the total opposite to
me. He grew up in a business orientated household and
business and financial management comes naturally to
him. He wouldn’t allow me to continue in business in my
haphazard way. There are some days when I truly dislike
him for throwing me out of my comfort zone, right into
the deep end. I am grateful for all his advice and help.

 Have systems in place: In order to overcome my lack
of business experience, we decided to implement
systems to make the tasks easier. I was advised that
a fully integrated Accounting software package is
what I needed. We have now reached the stage where
administration is growing with the business. A lot of
startups get caught in avoiding administration. I didn’t do
my costing correctly in the beginning and for the first few
months of business I was selling items at unfavourable
prices. I learnt the hard way… and it stung! Knowing that
months of hard work and effort had resulted in almost
nothing. But the only way to success is to pick oneself up,
and carry on.
 Branding & Marketing your Products well: Being in a
market where visual appeal is a strong selling point, I
knew that I wanted my products to look professional
and up market. I was content using stock images
for my products but eventually decided on having a
photographer take professional high quality pictures of
my products. I then sat down with our graphic designers
and we tweaked the packaging. The result is that I now
have products that any store would be happy to stock on
their shelves.
I broke into a market with a totally unknown brand and
product. Social Media has helped raising awareness of
our range. Initially I relied just on Whatsapp advertising
until I started getting enough followers on my Instagram
account. Now my Instagram account is my main tool of
advertising and marketing
 Time Management: Initially I found myself working until
the wee hours of the morning every day. This was not
planning or admin work, but the manufacturing premixes
until 2am. I felt like I was going mad! And to top it all I
convinced myself that this is what it means to be an
entrepreneur. Words like #hustle and #grind made me
feel like I was being really cool. But in actual fact it was
foolishness. I had to learn to work smart and manage
my time otherwise I was going to burn out. I still find
that some days spiral out of control but on the whole, I
now have a routine and have learnt how to be productive
rather than just busy.
 Employing Staff: Hiring of employees and delegating
was a mammoth task! I am totally out of my comfort
zone here. I am very emotionally involved. I regard
Mesmerizing Mixes in the similar light to my children.
And I can’t simply entrust this baby to anybody. My main
concern is quality control for a good product. I wish to
hold onto these reigns as tightly as I can. I also know that
while I am working IN my business I cannot be working
ON my business and thus will not be able to grow. This
proved tricky but I have managed to recruit two reliable
employees and I am carefully handing over aspects of the
production process to them.
 The proof of the pudding: The business has developed
and people were requesting to sell the mixes in their
markets. So Mesmerizing Mixes branched off into having
stockists around the country. Hopefully by the end of this
year we will have a fully fledged e-commerce website for
better retailing the products. We started appearing as
vendors in big events around Johannesburg. When I do
an event I bake samples of the variants in our range. This
enables customers to taste the finished product before
buying. Even if they don’t buy from me they remember the

taste and eventually get around to a stockist to obtain the
product.
The road to success can often be a lonely journey filled with
potholes (challenges) and thorns (negativity) . There has to be
long hours of planning, work and dedication involved. It can be
quite daunting. These are my personal tips for entrepreneurs:
 Learn to look for the joy in each and everything that you
do.
 As a Muslim our first port of call should be to Allah. I have
realised that I rely on Supreme creator as challenges
present themselves and by leaving it in His hands it
becomes easier. There is only so much we has humans
can do. Do not stress and get worked up over the things
that you have no control over; just do what you have to do
and have faith.
 Do not be afraid to make mistakes. It’s all a learning
curve. I am still learning to tackle challenges head on.
 Do not let anyone stifle your creativity. If you have a
vision/dream that you feel is worth pursuing; then go for
it!
 Ask for help from those with the experience and know
how. Run your ideas through different people whom you
trust. We sometimes look at things with blinkers on (or
through rose tinted glasses) and running your ideas via
a trusted person could greatly help in putting things into
perspective.
 Have a positive mindset and keep smiling :-)
 I encourage all new businessmen to enter competitions
like the Roshgold Young Business Achievers Awards. It
helps shape your business understanding and you learn
so much from everyone.

www.neonprint.co.za
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Technology has perfected the art of printing.

At Neon Printers we believe that quality service delivers quality products.
Our innovative quest for the optimum solution has placed us in the
forefront of leading-edge technologies.

MEDIADYNAMIX
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Comb your hair, pack your
laptop, shake those hands
and sign those deals.
By Ziyaad Jina, Freshly Cut Media

F

rom my personal experience, entrepreneurship has a somewhat binary disposition. On one end it is viewed as noble and brave to
pursue something within an individuals personal capacity as well as pursuing something close to one’s heart. On the other end, it
could be viewed as a selfish and cowardly act to divorce oneself from a steady income in order to pursue a precarious and unsteady
career.
The truth is that there is no simple way that one could accurately encapsulate entrepreneurship and depending on the people you
surround yourself with; your family, friends, work colleagues etc. your perception could drift from either perspective. I personally never
saw entrepreneurship as a viable option to pursue before. Getting a good corporate job and working your way along the corporate
ladder was the correct, safe and responsible direction one should go.
An Electrical Engineering degree later and working strenuous corporate hours for four years, I realized that the environment and work
I drenched myself in was not worth the financial security and approval from others.
While Freshly Cut Media is a fairly new company, it continually amazes me how much we have done. It started off as a simple idea that
has grown into a business meeting customer needs as well as providing livelihood to numerous individuals. Personally, I have taken
unprecedented leaps that would have never been achieved behind a corporate desk.
This takes me to the title of this article, which are the challenges of entrepreneurship and how to overcome them. While it would be
great to have a step-by-step rulebook on how to build a great strong business avoiding all obstacles along the way… this unfortunately
is not possible. Everyday leads me to a string of challenges I had not experienced before, but each day comes along a few lessons
learned. There are still many lessons for me to learn and many more mistakes for me to make. However, what I could provide instead
are 5 of my major challenges as well as how they impacted me. I might give some advice along the way on how to mitigate these
issues, but the truth is that you need to do what works for you or what makes sense to you in your own situation.

1.

They will call you crazy

This will happen. People you know, people whose advice you value
and people you may look up to will call you crazy. They will pose
a myriad of questions. “You are an engineer, why do you want to
make movies?”;“Are you going to do this full time or as a hobby?”
“I don’t understand. Shouldn’t you be making a lot of money as an
engineer? “I don’t think you should do this.”
While each comment of disapproval or question may feel like a
punch to your gut it is important to understand that this comes
from a place of fear and this is why it is most likely to come from
those who care for you the most. While the feedback you receive
may have some rational remarks, it is important to understand
that they are shrouded in subjectivity and should therefore not be
wholly accepted but neither should they be discarded.

Process what feedback you get in a rational manner, extracting
legitimate concerns concealed within the poignant disapproval.
There may be legitimate concerns you may uncover and which
could be mitigated sooner rather than later.
But just to repeat… do not take the feedback you get on pursuing
entrepreneurship seriously

2.

Buy a few baskets

Do not put all your eggs in one basket. This is possibly one of
the most important steps and the very first step before you
begin your journey. You need to make sure that the risk you are
undertaking is minimised and managed as best as possible. If
your business was to bomb out and all your investments were lost,
how would you get back on your feet? How would this affect your
commitments? You need to have all the necessary possibilities

>>>>>>
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planned out prior to taking the leap. This will reduce the inherent
stress that entrepreneurship will bring along with it.
The business must have the practicality to make money. It is
extremely risky to leave your job to start a non-existing business.
Work on your business in your free time while you are still in your
job. Use your nights and weekends as working time for your
business and try to build something functional and shows the
prospect of sustainability through profitability.
This is a hard route to take and one that holds many people
back from pursuing entrepreneurship. People just don’t have the
drive or have a number of other responsibilities to manage. The
key however is how hungry you are to want it. If you are hungry
enough you will make sure it is something you can get done no
matter what the obstacles are. When starting my business, both
my partner and I had 9 to 5 jobs and worked on the business
during every free second we had. When the business was on the
level to support both of us, we left our jobs to build it full time.

3.

People are shady

When you start drawing cash into your business, there are
thousands of people waiting to get their hands on it. They will try
their best to suck the last rand from you. This is across the board
from suppliers to clients. There have been many amazing people
we have met, but once in a while you come across someone
you wish you never did. So my advice is don’t believe anyone
promising you the world, someone who compliments you a lot
and more instances than less… someone who walks around with
a cheap suit and a handkerchief tucked in their side pocket. ;-)
Make sure you have all your legal documents in order. Do not begin
any work without a signed contract from your client or service
provider. Have all your documents reviewed by a professional or
someone you trust. As you move along you will make mistakes,
people will be their shady selves and these experiences will add
more and more clauses to your contracts. This is unfortunately a
natural progression for any business and a MUST!

4.

Build a multi-million dollar empire

Build your business as if you are building a million dollar corporation.
Make sure that you have all the operational controls in place. From
invoice numbering systems, financial controls, emailing systems,
operational systems etc. These are components that cost little to
no money but are invaluable to have.

This has to be adopted and implemented from the inception of the
business. It is difficult to adapt your business at a later stage. If
you have all the systems in place you can easily fit your business
into those controls as it begins to grow.
I put together a financial dashboard on Excel the first month the
business began. It provided high-level information regarding,
expenses, profit, turnover, assets etc. by merely plugging in
numbers. At the time of putting it together we had one client and
I wondered if I would ever add in an additional client. Since then
the sheet has grown into multiple tabs and continually becomes
more complex but the controls and high-level operational view the
sheet provides when making both simple operational decisions
and serious business decisions has been invaluable. The same
can be said for many other processes in the business. At the
time of starting them we wondered if it would ever be used and
it ended up being one of the business’s fundamental propellers.

5.

Things get emotional

This is your baby, you have put blood sweat and tears into it. Any
hit on the business, any downfall or any obstacle could become
a highly emotional event. It happens a lot with me, although my
partner seems to deal with it a lot better than I can. Things get
hard and when you feel like you are failing you might have a
swarm of emotions tearing you apart. It is important to manage
this. There are times when you feel like you don’t know what you
are doing, that you’ve made a mistake getting into this, and you
just can’t see the light at the end of the tunnel.
The key is to not give into it. Do not listen to those little voices
telling you, you are stepping on dangerous ground. Look back,
look how far you’ve come, look at how much you have achieved
out of absolutely nothing, and then look forward and take that
step!
There is so much more I hope I could say… but all I can say for
now is…

Comb your hair, pack
your laptop, shake
those hands and sign
those deals.

031 492 3400
info@aakh.co.za
486-490 King Cetshwayo Highway Mayville 4058
www.facebook.com/AhmedAlKadiPrivateHospital

www.ahmedalkadi.com
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Save a life
this Ramadan

The management and staff of
Islamic Relief South Africa would
like to wish you and your loved
ones a Ramadan Kareem.

SPONSOR A
FOOD PACK
FOR A FAMILY
SOUTH AFRICA/
EAST AFRICA
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Donate
Acc Name.
Bank Name.

Islamic Relief
FNB Smith Street

Acc No.
62161066933 | Cheque
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Code 221426 RG News MAY - JULY 2018
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073 154 5369

0800 111 898

islamic-relief.org.za/

instagram.com/islamicrelief_sa/
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Acc Name.
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Islamic Relief
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TRAVEL

A Friday in Cultural

Istanbul
by Hawa Patel

S

itting one early morning at Istanbul’s Atarturk airport, I looked out through the glass window and wondered how
long we would be delayed. The runway had to be cleared of snow. Given meal vouchers, the kids at least had filled
their tummies and relaxed waiting patiently for the boarding call for our flight.
I grab the opportunity to reflect on how the week in Istanbul passed by. It seemed like yesterday when we were
preparing for this exciting holiday, a holiday that many frightened us on how we would be facing cold winter during
the December period. The weather forecast was bleak with predictions of snow. We knew that thermal vests will
come to the rescue as we embraced snow as an experience of a lifetime!
On arrival in Istanbul, the dull, cold and bitter weather welcomed us. Experiencing Gauteng winter was no different.
Now the forecast for snow was unsure and that was disappointing. We hoped that we would be in the city to enjoy
this experience.
Stepping out of the hotel to take our first stroll into the old city, we decided to visit the largest mosque in Turkey which
we were told was walking distance. Bedazzled by the architecture of mosques and shops, we manoeuvred our way
through the city .
On entering the Blue Mosque (called Sultanhmet Mosque) , I was awed by the beautiful Turkish architecture inside.
The mosque is called the blue mosque because of the amazing blue tiles surrounding the huge walls of the interior
design of the mosque. The mosque was built during the Rule of Sultan Ahmed I between 1609 and 1616. After
the peace of Zsitvatorok(1606) , Sultan Ahmed I requested his royal architect, Sedefhar Mehmet who built the six
minaret mosque on the site of the palace of the Byzantine emperors.
It is here that we returned to offer prayers again, this time it was our Jummah (Friday) Salaat. If we had not arrived
early, it would have been impossible for us to get a comfortable spot in this iconic Mosque. It was so soothing to hear
the melodious recitation of the Quraan.
Along the route to the mosque , we were enticed by the vendors who sold lovely bagels with chocolate filling. The
Blue mosque stands next to another famous tourist site called the Hagi Sophia Mosque. In 1453 , Constantinople was
conquered by the Ottoman Empire under Mehmed the Conquerer who ordered that the Orthodox church be converted
into a mosque. The features were changed inside and a mihrab, minbar and four minarets were added. In 1931 the
mosque was closed for four years and was re-opened to the public in 1935 as museum by the founder of modern
Turkey Kemal Atatturk..
There is a call currently to re-convert the museum into a practicing mosque Insha Allah.
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Build
Your Future

Al Baraka’s Shariah compliant Tax-free Investment Account provides
investors with the opportunity of gaining the full beneﬁt of
investment earnings that are free from tax implications.

Think Tomorrow. Think Tax-Free
Customer Service Centre
0860 225 786
www.albaraka.co.za
Terms and Conditions apply

Albaraka Bank
Albaraka Bank
Albaraka Bank
FSP No. 4652,
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Dik Abed

– An Apartheid
Victim

By Mogamed (Mo) Allie

I

t’s a tragedy that Sulaiman ‘Dik’ Abed was better known in the
northern English town of Enfield and in his adopted home of the
Netherlands than he was in South Africa, the country of his birth.
It was during his ten seasons with Enfield in the Lancashire
League between in 1967 and 1976 that Abed achieved legendary
status as manifested by him being voted the club’s “All Time
Great”, ahead of West Indian legends such as Sir Clyde Walcott
and Conrad Hunte, and Indian all-rounder Madan Lal on the
occasion of the League’s centenary in 1998.
Dougie Oakes in a tribute titled; “Cricketing great ‘Dik’ Abed denied
biggest stage” said;
“For, like D’Oliveira before him – and Krom Hendricks long before
that, and Eric Petersen, Owen Williams, Lobo Abed, Des February,
Ben Malamba and many others throughout the country – he was
disqualified from challenging for a place in South Africa’s national
cricket team for one, simple reason: he was not white.
Sadly, it was not only South Africa that was to blame for the
disgraceful treatment of the country’s black cricketers. England,
Australia and New Zealand were as complicit in the shutting of
doors in the faces of black cricketers.”
Abed made an immediate impact with Enfield helping the club
win the league title in 1968, their first in twenty five years. During
that season he took 120 wickets at an average of 8.77 and scored
458 runs at an average of 21.8. Among his contemporaries in
the League at the time were Australian internationals Graeme
Watson, and Grahame Corling. Clive Lloyd, another player, was a
close friend of Abed. Lloyd would go on to captain the great West
Indies teams of the 1970s and 80s.
During his time in the League he outperformed name players
like Clive Rice, Peter Swart, Pat Trimborn and Dave Orchard from
the all-white SA Cricket Association. The Capetonian finished his
career with Enfield in 1976 having taken 885 wickets at a miserly
average of 10.94 and scored 5176 runs at a decent average of
27.09 in 256 league matches.
His leg-cutter was the bane of opposition batsmen and such was
the aura around him in the League that a young Dennis Lillee, who
spent the 1971 season with Haslingden, requested Goolam Abed
to ask his brother if he would show him how to bowl his weapon
of destruction.
Lillee of course, went on to become one of the world’s greatest
fast bowlers of all time and the pair became such good friends
that the Australian invited Abed to spend the 1976/77 season
playing Grade cricket with him in Perth.
Abed, aged 73 passed away in The Hague on 19 January 2018
is widely regarded as one of the greatest casualties of what
became known as the “D’Oliveira affair”, the event that hastened
the international boycott of apartheid South Africa.

At least the Bo-Kaap born Basil D’Oliveira, banned in 1968 by
the apartheid regime from representing his adopted country of
England in a Test series against an all-white South African side,
could reflect on a successful 44-test career. Abed had no such
luck. Even the doors to county cricket were closed to him as the
English authorities moved swiftly to prevent another black South
African from following in Dolly’s footsteps.
Abed was the youngest of the famous Cape Town sporting
family that saw his older brothers achieve fame in different parts
of the world. Salie “Lobo”, regarded by the late D’Oliveira as the
best wicketkeeper in the world at the time, and Gesant ‘Tiny’ an
all-rounder, represented the Sacboc national team on the tour
to Kenya in 1958, while Goolam played rugby league for Leeds,
Bradford Northern and Batley in England as well as cricket for
Rochdale and Castleton Moor in the Central Lancashire League
between 1967 and 1985.
Fondly known as Dik because of his chubby frame as a kid, Abed
first represented the WP Cricket Board team at the non-racial SA
Cricket Board of Control’s centralised Dadabhay tournament in
Port Elizabeth in December 1963. His abilities as a seamer and
aggressive batsman prompted Damoo Bansda, the barman and
part-time journalist, who arranged for Dolly and several others to
move to England, to secure a contract for Abed with Enfield in
1967.
Abed would stay with the club for ten seasons, reasoning that
he had nothing to come back to in South Africa, although he did
return to play for Western Province between 1969 and 1971.
The political repercussions of the D’Oliveira affair closed the door
on Abed being signed by an English county, many of whom were
interested in his services. He scored 127 and 38, both not out,
on debut for Surrey’s Second XI and took 7/37 for Warwickshire’s
Second XI but was still unable to secure a contract. He was told
by Alan Oakman, Warwickshire coach at the time, that ‘the order
not to sign him came from the top!’
With South Africa’s white cricketing establishment trying to
escape the noose of isolation following the D’Oliveira affair,
they cunningly tried to include Abed and left arm spinner Owen
Williams on the aborted tour of Australia in 1971 in an attempt
to appease the burgeoning anti-apartheid lobby. Both players
refused to tour ‘as baggage masters’.
Abed took up Dutch citizenship in the mid 1970s and captained the
national team that played at the second ICC Trophy competition
in England in 1982.
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CUT

WITH PRECISION

EDGE
WITH SKILL

CREATING BEAUTIFUL

SPACES FOR A LIFETIME OF

WRAP
WITH QUALITIY

www.plazaboard.co.za

We supply wonderfully crafted local and
international cabinetry, boards and furnishings
for fashionably modern homes.

Alberton
011 907 0735

Bloemfontein
051 447 8100

Cape Town
021 593 0088

Lenasia
011 321 1313

Randfontein
011 321 1312

Rustenburg
014 538 0378

JHB / Industria
011 473 0020
Vereeniging
016 455 1285/6/7

Klerksdorp
018 464 1295
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Perhaps teachers don’t
fully identify with their
jobs as mathematics
teachers?
Dr Zaheera Jina
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Curriculum change is a global as well as a South African phenomenon. In
some places there are relatively sharp distinctions between teacher-centred
and learner-centred curricula, evident in classroom practices and textbooks
(Boaler, 1997; Boaler & Brodie, 2004).
Learner-centred practices describe the ways in which teachers support learners to engage with mathematical ideas and reasoning.
Teacher-centred practices focuses on the teacher as authority in the classroom who directs all aspects of the lesson with little or no
learner interaction. The term ‘hybrid’ practices describe practices which include both learner-centred and teacher-centred practices
and which support learners’ thinking and reasoning in the classroom. Teachers in South Africa as in other countries are ideally expected
to work with learner-centred practices to “develop conceptual links, promote discussion and extend learner thinking” (Brodie, 2007a,
pg.4). However, research into learner-centred practices has shown that teachers struggle to enact many of these practices (Ball, 2000;
Boaler, 1997; Hill et al., 2008; Slominsky & Brodie, 2006) and what is envisaged to create critical thinkers is often different from the
curriculum enacted in classrooms.

>>>>>
Teachers’ challenges in enacting and
implementing learner-centred practices
in mathematics classrooms have been
related to a number of factors: lack of
resources; poor teacher training; and
weak teacher knowledge. Some research
has pointed to the importance of identity
in understanding teaching (Graven, 2003;
Jita & Vandayar, 2006; Naidoo & Parker,
2005). However, much of this research
does not take teacher knowledge into
account in relation to identity. I argue
that a better understanding of teachers’
practices can be found in focusing on their
mathematics teacher identity in relation to
their knowledge. My PhD research focused
on teachers’ identities in relation to their
knowledge and how they interpret learnercentred practices.
My PhD study employed a qualitative,
multiple-case study design as it was
necessary to work across a number of
teachers and to look in depth at each
teacher. The study was conducted in
Johannesburg, South Africa and the data
was collected from five schools and five
teachers. All five teachers were highly
qualified in relation to the general level of

teacher qualifications in South Africa. My
analysis showed that there are no simple
relationships between knowledge, identity
and practice. I introduced a conceptual lens
that brings together aspects of teacher
knowledge and teacher identity to explain
learner-centred practices. I argue using a
detailed description of the relationships
between the five teachers’ knowledge,
identity and practice to show how teacher
knowledge and teacher identity together
account better for choice of practices than
teacher knowledge alone.
In my research I show that experiences
of learning to apply innovative methods
in teacher development programmes
by themselves are not enough. I argue
that
teachers
require
scaffolded
opportunities in order to make sense
of curriculum changes. They need the
opportunity to narrate their stories and
their interpretations of engagement with
curriculum changes within a community of
practice (Luehmann, 2007). These stories
can assist in helping them understand and
interpret their practice in the light of the
kind of teacher they aspire to be. However,
this interpretation of one’s engagement
is a complex skill and therefore teachers
need support in developing ‘reflective’
practices (Schon, 1983, Shulman &
Shulman, 2004) that involve moving
beyond simple descriptions of events, to

learning from experiences. Teachers need
to be reflective on their own developing
identities in order to see how their own
practices may be either enhanced or
limited through changes in curriculum.
In addition to interpreting and reflecting
on their own identities, teachers need
critical support from others. In the school
setting, teachers need to work with other
teachers who may hold pedagogical
beliefs that either do or do not align with
curriculum changes, in a professional
learning community (Brodie, 2013), to
help provide professional feedback on the
shifts they might make. Teacher education
and development programmes need to
provide both pre-service and in-service
teachers with a forum for engagement
and the negotiation of meaning. These
forums need to encourage regular
meetings, workshops or similar platforms
for teachers to share their stories and to
develop their ideas, “to engage in ongoing
dialogue, to reflect on ongoing events, and
to critically scrutinize ideas and practices,”
(Goodnough, 2010), which might be
required by employing learner-centred
practices. The challenge for teacher
education is to understand how teachers
approach learner-centred practices in
order to develop ways to effectively
facilitate the process of enabling effective
change.
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Calling all
Roshgold
Kiddies
Club Members!
Mark 29th July with your parents to
spend a lovely day having fun at Jozi
Book & Blogs Fair 2018.
You can get away from it all. Do all the fun
activities like colouring competitions,
playing games, enjoying games and
posing for our photographers and
videographers.
While you busy your parents can
browse around, listen in to the great
talks and writers sessions.
Come and Join the Roshgold Kiddies
Club, collect your money box and play
with Zahab and our team of Old and fun
kids.
A Poetry and Photography Masterclass
will be presented for our visitors. Young
creative talent will benefit.

Make a day of it! Look out
on Roshgold Facebook and
Instagram pages for all the fun
we promising to make.

Vereeniging Trust
The Property People

T

Don’t Forget !!
FOR

✓ Letting – Commercial, Industrial
& Residential
✓ Sales – Commercial & Industrial
✓ Property Administration
✓ Property Development and
Turnkey Developments

THE PROPERTY PEOPLE WITH OVER
65 YEARS EXPERIENCE
31 Leslie Street, P O Box 89, Vereeniging, 1939
Tel: 016-421-1304
e-mail: info@vertrust.co.za www.vertrust.co.za
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ALL NEW
NISSAN X-TRAIL

Motordeal Joburg
(011) 835 3535

20 Crownwood Road, Ormonde Johannesburg

ASGHAR: 073 724 5533 | JP: 083 692 7694 | SAMEER: 082 836 3535 | FIROZ: 083 786 3508

www.motordeal.co.za | Email: firozs@motordeal.co.za

A Celebration!
Happy Birthday, Raashi is an anthology of poems;
a celebration of life. Poetry is a language of
words, the poet creates art when she writes, each
poem beautifully written and very personal. After
reading this compilation I feel as if I have had a
brief glimpse into the life of the poet.
The emotion and feeling that runs throughout the
book is characteristic of the author’s experiences.

Reviewed by Dr Sima Peer-Karani

Each poem is a celebration of life’s complexitiesromance, relationships, loss, children, women,
sensuality, self-development, disability, hope,
(mothers, sons, nieces, and fathers) and a
patriotic poem for South Africa.
Unlike, when you are reading prose, reading
poetry can be far more demanding and
challenging - you are forced to understand the
beauty of each line and appreciate the thoughts
of the poet very much like peeling an onion,
exposing layer by layer to finally reveal the core
essence.
Raashi is very aptly able to change the tone of the
poem shifting your emotions and moods from
spirited, amusing, ashamed, blissful, anxious,
joyful, lonely and patriotic. There is a poem for all
of us in this compilation.

I particularly liked her poem Good Luck, Raees. A poem about her son leaving home for the first time: “Dive
into adulthood like all else head, heart and feet first,” she writes. As a mother she reassures her son, “I am with
you close your eyes, you will see me”. These words resonate as we leave home; we leave behind our childhood
to journey into adulthood.
The poem empowering women entitled Fear Not, speaks to women who have been abused. Raashi speaks to
abused women giving them hope and encouragement, making them understand they must not become the
victims in society but rather encouraging hope: “Tomorrow will be better” and “You are an individual but you
are not alone”.
The poem A tribute to my father, really brings you to tears; reading it you can’t help but feel the loss and
emptiness a child feels when losing a father…”till we meet again”.
True Love is for her adoring, beloved husband, Zain. Reading it you understand their love. Intertwined and
dependent on each other; each a half to the other; complementing each other: “You are life, I live”
Her biography describes Raashida Khan as a unicorn that does exist. She is a considerate, zealous and
compassionate person who would like to be remembered as “never boring”. Forty nine-year old Raashi was
born in Durban (her favourite city). After living there for twenty seven years she resides in Johannesburg.
Raashi has a BA Hons (Economic History) from the University of Natal.
Raashi has a flair for writing stories and I’m sure this arises from observing and understanding people. In
2017, her short story Your Voice, My Strength was selected as the winning entry for the Irtiqa Online Magazine
(South African Muslim Women’s Short story Competition) and published in Roshgold News.
As a reader I do so, enjoy reading poetry, and Raashi has truly written a book of exceptional poems. I have
really loved reading and experiencing all the characters in the poems. I recommend this anthology to anyone
who wants to enjoy her journey. I certainly travelled with her.
Sima, is a passionate and voracious reader. Her favourites are the classics
but she reads all genres. She loves motivating others to read.
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BOOK REVIEW

Feast: Chili Chocolate Chefs
Reviewed by Nasreen Chamda

I

f you love cooking delicious, hearty, yet sophisticated food for your family and friends, FEAST, is the
ideal recipe book for you.

Chefs Zainub and Fatima have successfully introduced the reader to different types of international
cuisine and have adapted various flavour profiles to accommodate for available, locally sourced
produce as well as to suit the South African palate. Fresh herbs and aromatic spices are used in their
dishes and the combinations of ingredients and the marrying of unexpected flavours are what can only
be described as culinary brilliance.
Amongst the wide array of over eighty delicious recipes, both savoury and sweet, the “Tomato Crostini
with Crispy Cheese balls” and the “Aubergine and Halloumi Toast” are temptingly, mouth-watering. I
knew that it would be the first recipes that I would try. The edition of pomegranate molasses added a
surprising sweetness to the dish- a sweetness that enhances the natural sweetness of the tomatoes.
Depths of flavour radiated in this dish as the sweetness from some ingredients are balanced by the
acidity of other ingredients. Buttery pastry, crispy bread and fresh vegetables, need I say more? I made
the above two canapes as a starter dish to accompany a delicious Sunday feast that I had prepared
for my family. I wanted to serve canapes that were light and refreshing and that would not overwhelm
my guests as the main meal consisted of Almond crusted rack of lamb, roasted garlic potatoes and
grilled vegetables. The canapes were easy to make and did not take up much of my time. I enjoyed
assembling and plating these pretty hors d’oeuvre (canapes).
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FEAST -is a great cookbook that has delicious recipes that work, beautiful
photography and it explores types of food that people will want to eat. The book
has a modern design and layout that is aesthetically pleasing to the eye. Recipes
are well written and explained step by step. Each recipe has an accompanying
photograph and includes accurate preparation and cooking time as well as the
number of servings that the recipe produces.
I have found this book to contain a wide variety of unusual, international recipes
from the Middle East, France, Portugal, Italy, South Africa and the United States.
Recipes included in the book are: Creamy Prawn Soup, Chocolate Kouign-Amann,
Salad Sushi, Pastei de Nata, Peppermint Crisp Slice, New York Cheesecake,
Persian Nougat Glace and Gateau Concorde. The recipes are easy to follow as
the methodology is written out step by step. I would have loved to have read a
short foot note that would have given the reader a brief understanding of the origin of the recipe, particularly regarding the unfamiliar
international cuisine. Kouign-Amann for example, is a classic French cake made from yeasted bread dough that has been laminated
with butter and sugar, essentially a croissant-based dough. The Chili Chocolate Chefs add a twist to this French classic through the
addition of chocolate. The inclusion of such information could inspire and intrigue the reader to pursue other recipes in the book as
well as to gain a deeper appreciation of cuisine in the culinary world as well as the country of origin.
Try your hand at making breads, canapes, desserts, confectionery, salads, ice-creams and so much more. I have a sweet tooth and
usually gravitate towards the dessert section of a recipe book, however, I found that I was drawn towards the savoury recipes in the
book. However, I do feel that the “Chocolate Fondant” is a recipe that I am saving for a rainy day. Decadent, molten chocolate oozing
from the centre of a perfectly baked sponge shell- PERFECTION.
My favourite part of the book is the chapter on Bread. I love baking bread!!! FEAST, boasts bread recipes such as “Chocolate KouignAmann, Sweet buns topped with lemon meringue and crème patisserie, Chocolate Babka, Marbled Coffee and Chocolate loaf,
Turkish flat bread and the most unusual recipe for me- the Banting Cloud Bread”. The Banting Cloud Bread is essentially made up of
3 ingredients- cream cheese, cream of tartar and eggs. I have yet to try this recipe, as I am used to working with gluten (wheat, bread
flour), but am looking forward to doing so.
I loved that the book as it has challenged me to step out of my comfort zone in this regard.
FEAST is a true celebration of food that should be shared with your loved ones! It makes a lovely gift for brides and those loving to
experiment with their cooking.

Nasreen Chamda is bubbly, vibrant and young with a passion for the creative arts. She is a qualified
industrial psychologist and an enthusiastic ‘mumpreneur’. She reached the finals on the BBC
Lifestyle amateur baking competition called The Great South African Bake off. Nasreen is furthering
her baking skills by being a part- time pastry chef student. She has launched and is in the process
of expanding her brand new business called DOUX (dough), which is a gourmet cookie dough line,
cakes and pastries.
She serves as a media personality and offers her help, MC’ing skills to organisations and initiatives. I
have also featured on ITV as well Cii radio.

LET’S LAUNCH YOUR BRAND
www.mediadynamix.co.za
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Braai Marinade,
Braai Salads
Side Dishes
By Nabeelah Saley of @exoticsides

&

My favourite dry spice marinade for Braai
Mix together one bottle of each of the following
Robertsons barbeque spice
Robertsons steak an chops spice
Robertsons lemon pepper spice
Robertsons Portugese peri peri
And half a bottle of Robertsons Origanum

Marinate your lamb chops with the above mixture and add freshly ground
garlic.
Remember to baste your lamb chops everytime you turn them over the coals.

Find us on Instagram
@exoticsides
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Braai Salads and Sides

This Middle Eastern Chickpea Salad is a chic and fabulous salad that is perfect as a
main dish, a fresh side with braai’d lamb chops or even nestled in pita bread for a quick
lunch on the go.

Middle Eastern Chickpea Salad
Ingredients
1 large English cucumber, seeded and diced
5 scallions, diced (white and green parts)
1 can of chickpeas, drained and rinsed
1 handful of grape tomatoes, halved
1 red bell pepper, seeded and diced
1 orange bell pepper, seeded and diced
1/4 cup of fresh flat leaf parsley, minced
1/4 cup of fresh mint, minced
3/4 cup of crumbled feta, divided
For the Vinaigrette:
Zest and Juice of 3 lemons
2 leaves of Basil
1 clove of grated garlic
1/2 cup of olive oil
1 teaspoon of salt
1/2 teaspoon of freshly cracked black pepper

Enjoy!

Instructions
 In a large bowl, toss together the cucumber, diced scallions, chickpeas, grape
tomatoes, diced red and orange bell pepper, parsley, mint and a 1/2 cup of the
crumbled feta.
 In a small bowl, whisk together the lemon zest and juice, Basil paste, and garlic.
 Slowly whisk in the olive oil so that everything emulsifies.
 Add the salt and pepper and whisk again.
 Pour the vinaigrette over the vegetables and chickpeas and toss to combine.
 Garnish with the remaining 1/4 cup of feta cheese and serve with toasted pita
chips for serving.

Sweet potato, lentil and feta salad recipe
Ingredients
2 large carrots, cut into cubes
1 red onion, finely sliced
2 medium sized sweet potatoes, cut into cubes
3 tbsp olive oil
pinch dried chilli flakes (optional)
2 tbsp balsamic vinegar or pomegranate molasses
1 x 250g can masoor lentils
75g feta, crumbled
50g rocket
Instructions
Preheat the oven. Put the carrot, onion and sweet potato in a large shallow baking tray, drizzle with 2 tbsp olive oil and the chilli flakes,
if using, season well and roast for 30 minutes, turning occasionally, or until tender and turning golden.
Heat the lentils according to the pack instructions, and then scatter over a serving platter. Top with the roasted vegetables, crumbled
feta and rocket then drizzle with the balsamic vinegar or pomegranate molasses and the rest of the extra-virgin olive oil.
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OPEL

ADAM S

If you are geared after a smaller, yet sportier vehicle to nip around the city - then the Adam S is
it. It’s one cool car with nice power and you even get to choose your own colour combos
AUTHOR: Torque Talk is a member of SAGMJ

T

he world of motoring has
changed drastically over
the last few years and this
trend does not seem to be slowing
down. Never would I have said
that we would move away from
petrol engines to electric and even
less so to a world where cars would
be driver-less. I assume this is the
same change people went through

referred to as ‘horseless carriages’.
That being said, the one thing that
does seem to remain consistent
with manufacturers and buyers
alike is the constant need for
individualisation and sportiness.

This is exactly what the Opel
Adam S is all about. The overall
shape of the Adam S is no different
to the standard Adam, but it
does have some individual addons. The most noticeable of these
additions is the rear spoiler that
looks like an airplane wing. Opel
have also colour-coded the lower
body kit making the car look lower
and a bit more aggressive. The
oversized mag wheels complete
this sporty aggressive look. Going
back to individuality, the Adam S
can be ordered in different colour
combinations where the roof and
the body are different colours,

allowing for a contrast not usually
seen on the road …
Inside, the changes are evident
everywhere. In keeping with the
sporty boy racer look, the Recaro
sports seats don’t just look the part
but also have the right amount
of support when pushing the
limits with this vehicle. The thick
leather-bound steering wheel and
gear knob feel perfectly balanced
and positioned for those tight
corners and quick gear changes.
The dashboard has also been given
the S treatment, with its colour
dashboard insert and a red stripe
with the S monogram running

First appeared in: www.accountancysa.org.za
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ENGINE

1,4 L 4 CYLINDER TURBO

POWER

110 KW

TORQUE

220 NM

0–100 KM/H

8,5 SECONDS

PRICE
FROM R330 000

down the passenger side of the
dashboard. The black seats and
door panels are completed with red
upmarket quality look and feel.
The 1,4-litre Turbo ECOTEC
engine produces a healthy 110
kW, and this, mated to the fairly
light weight body, makes for some
impressive performance. Start
growl that emanates. It may not
be comparable to a V8 but it’s
enough to raise the hairs on the
back of your neck. On the road,
the car feels solid and is fun to
drive. This is mainly due to the

low centre of gravity making you
feel like you are in a go-kart. The
one drawback, though, is that you
will consistently be pulling off as
quickly as you can and try to clip
every corner. This may be a lot of
fun but will cost you at the pumps
and in regular tyre replacements.
Space inside is ample even for
four average-sized adults, but don’t
expect to load much in the micro
boot. This is a pure city car – in
design, looks, ease of parking and
boot space. The fuel consumption
when driven normally is actually
very good, which is again in line
with city vehicles. But turn on the

heat and the other side awakens,
which calls for white knuckles and
a much thirstier motor. That being
said, it’s still frugal compared to
a V8.
On the whole, the S version
allows the Opel Adam to compete
in the hot hatch/pocket rocket
space with ease. The vehicle
has the looks and power with
the added advantage of being
able to choose your own colour
combinations (within reason).
This, together with excellent build
quality and feeling bigger than
it actually is inside, makes for a
winning combination.

First appeared in: www.accountancysa.org.za
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Roshmed is there
in your time of need.
Keeping your best interests at HEART!

Full cover for hospitalisation
Personal service - no haggling
with call centres
Full support and assistance for
stress free admissions
Service providers of your choice
Competitive rates

GREAT NEWS!
20% Discount on ward fees has been negotiated for all Roshmed members at
Lenmed Hospitals i.e. Lenmed Health Randfontein Private Hospital, Lenmed Ahmed Kathradaº,
Daxina, Randfontein, Nu Shifa, Ethekwini and La Verna Private Hospitals.
Call 08611ROSHMED today!

MEDIADYNAMIX
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EASTERN CAPE

TOLL OF HUNGER...

A DYING
SHAME

In answer to a question in parliament, Health Minister Aaron Motsoaledi said they had seen

“The average estimated financial cost
per case is R65 826,” he said. They are
in hospital on average for 30 days.

8 228 children aged under five in the Eastern
Cape for malnutrition over the past three years

Since March last year, 342 children had
been admitted to Dora Nginza Hospital with
severe acute malnutrition, the Eastern Cape
Department of Health said.
Over the same period, 20 children died in
Nelson Mandela Bay, including four who were
brought in from other towns but died within a
day of being admitted to hospital.

A study by Nelson Mandela University’s
department of dietetics last year looked at the
health of 1 562 children in the Motherwell and
Ibhayi areas below the age of five.
They found that 17% of children younger than
24 months were stunted due to malnutrition,
as were 10% of children between two and four
and 16% of children between four and five.

12 Market Street,
North End, Port Elizabeth
South Africa
Tel: 041 484 1288
Fax: 041 484 1214
alfidaa@telkomsa.net

Al Fidaa Foundation
Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd
Branch Name: Berry’s Corner
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SECTION 18A TAX CERTIFICATES ISSUED UPON REQUEST
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ARE YOUR INVESTMENTS
STRONG, RESILIENT
AND FLEXIBLE?

In volatility you need an investment tree
with many branches, a strong trunk and
deep roots to protect your wealth.
Plant your seed today and watch it grow

Secure your financial future! Protect your wealth!

Roshgold has delivered returns to shareholders for thirty
two years. You enjoy flexibility. You can invest regularly
by monthly debit order or by lump sum. Invest for
security, invest for children’s education, invest for returns
and invest for growth! Group assets exceed R 250 million
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LIMITED
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